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It is generally recognized among economists and statisticians that 
Political Arithmetic was a method of numerical analysis in the field of 
social science created by J. Graunt (162(~74) and W. Petty (1623-87) in the 

middle of the 17th century. In the following 15 decades up to the days of 
A. Young (1741-1820), it brought about such far-reaching influence not only 

in England but on the Continent that it came to be regarded as a 'mother 
science, both of statistics and of political economy in England'.2 The ulti-

mate aim of this paper is to make an inquiry into the . theoretical growth 
and social basis of Political Arithmetic and to clarify its scientiflc signifi-

cance for us. 
' As was properly stated by Prof. G, N. Clark, 'it is quite wrong to think 

that it CPolitical Arithmetic] arose from the sudden application of mathe-

matics to the investigation of society. ...it built higher a long-standing 
structure '.3 It is however beyond the ability of the present author to in-

quire from all angles into the '10ng-standing structure' of Political Arithme-

tic. He will therefore try an approach to the afore-mentioned aim mostly 
confining himself to the works and activities of these two pioneers. In this 

connection, he does not believe that the traditional method of separating 
the economic and st~tistical aspects of Political Arithmetic, though thus 
far adopted by many scholars, will be fruitful for his purpose. As will 
be shown in the sequel, Political Arithmetic had these two aspects as an 

* The author ¥~'ishes to express his sincere thanks for their valuable su*"gestions given in the 

course of preparing this paper to : Mr. A. T. Lucas, Hon. Gen. Secretary of the Royal Society 
of Antiquaries of lreland, Dublin ; Mr. H. MacAleavy, formerly in the British Museum 
Library and now m the University of London ; Mr. E. Strauss, author of Sir Williat't' Petty, 
portrait of a genius. London, 1954 ; professors and colleagues in Hitotsubashi University 
and the Institute of Economic 'Research, particularly the members of the Section for Study of 
C_1assics in Eoonomic L,iterature ; and to Mr. M. Yoshizawa, a friend of his, who kindly trans-
lated this paper into English. 

2 S. Bauer. History of Political Arithmetic. (Palgrave's Dictionary of Political L;conoft~y. 
London, 1901. Vol. I.) p. 56. 

* G. N. Clark, Science and social welfare i,, the age of Newian. 2nd ed. Oxford, 1949. 

p. 120. ' 
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inseparable entity already at its earliest stage, and herein lay the very 
sign'flcance of this method of sbt'ial investigation. The reproductioh as 

one entity of the intentions, arguments and activities of the co-founders, 

who were life-10ng friend's to each ･oth,~f,','and･ their studies in the light of 

their social environments constitutes therefore the very method the author 
wishes to adopt in this paper. Por h~ believes that such a method of 

approaching will certainly contribute to the clarifcation of one of the key 

problems of us, i.e. the quantitative observation and qualitative understand-

ing of soci0~~conomic phenomena or the concrete grasping of the correlations 
between statistics and economics. 

It was Petty hirnself that called this kind of approach 'Politic_al Ari-

thmetick' and first gave it a definite methodological outline. So far 
as various publications in those days indicate, Graunt was the fust man 
who actually " observed " social phenomena by this method and took the 
initiative toward this direction. The activities of the co-founders during the 

decade or so from Graunt's Observatioles (published in 1662) to :Petty's 
Political Arithmetick (written in 1671-76) therefore provide important data 

for the clarification of the real content and theoretical setup of Political 

Arithmetic. 

In making a comprehensive study of the social background of Political 
Arithmetlc which constitutes the very subject of this paper, the author be-

lieves, this sort of approach alone will lead to the complete understanding 

of the nature and structure of Political Arithmetic as well as the activities 

of the co-founders before the publicatio~ of Graunt's Observatiows, namely 

in the days of the Puritan Revolution and the Cornmonwealth, particularly 
the latter being more important.4 With this in view, their works during 
about three decades frorn 1640 to the formulation of Political Arithmetic 
are chronologically listed below (after Graunt's Observatio,es, only main 

works are mentioned) :5 

4 As for the life and achievements of Gratint, to our great regret, Iittle is kno¥vn to us. 

5 A11 these works except 13) written by Graunt are Petty's. 1)- 4), 6) and 9)-12) are 
included in Thg Petty Pap3rs, cd. by the Marquis of Lavssdowne. London, 1927. 2 vols. And 
13)- 17) are contained in Dr. C. H. Hull's The L;conoflhic Writi,egs of Sir William, Petty. 
Cambridge, 1899. 2 vols. (It must be noted here that the heading of 6) is added by the editor, 
and as for 9), only its heading, is left on the list of writings written by Petty himself.) Figures 

in brackets denote the approximate years of writing estimated by the editors, and the numbers 
at the end indicate the Literature Numbers in The Petty Papers. With the exception of 5), 
7) and 8), the author always refers in this paper to the works contained in the publications 
edited by the Marquis of Lansdowne and by Dr. Hull. 

It is said that except the Observations, Graunt wrote something on excise and on religion, 
but none of them are left intact. But the Accoeent of the t,eultiplication a,rd growth of carps 
avtd saltt~ons he submitted to the Royal Society is included in Dr. Hull's reprinted edition. In 
order to make a more thorough-going inquiry into the problems, which constitute ,the subject 
of this paper, 1~'e have to take up Petty's essays in his late years, for which we have to our 

regret no space to spare any more. 

t
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l) Holla,ed. (1644) (No. 132) 

2) History of Trades. (1647) (No. 60) 
3) Observatio,es of ~eeglon4d. (1647) (No. 61) 

4) Ate L;xplicatiole of Trade oned its hecrease. (1647) (No. 62) 

5) The Advice of W. P. to Mr. Samuel Hartlib for the Adva,eceme,et 
, of some Particular Parts of Learleing. (1647) London, 1648. 

6) (Na;tural Observa,ti,olas.) (1652) (No. 147) 

7) Reflectio,es mpofe some Persoees ' a,ed Thieegs iee lrelonud. (1659) 

London, 1660. 
8) Hi,siory of.the Dow,e Survey, ed. by T. A. Larcom. (1659) Dublin, 

9) Observatiows ole th,e Bills of Mortality. (1660) (No. 158) . 
10) Th,e Registry of Lalrds, Commodities, a,,rd hthabitants. (1660~il) 

(No. 25) 
11) Of heterest. (1661) (No. 68) 

12) Ifeterest. (1661) (No. 69) 
13) Natural oned Political Observati014s made upo,e the Bills of Mor-

tali.ty. (1660-61) London, 1662. 

14) A Treatise of Taxes (~; Co,etributions. (1661-62) London, 1662. 

15) Verbum Sapi,ec4ti. (1665) London, 1691. 
16) The Political A,eatomy of lrelale,d. (1671-76) London, 1691. 

17) Poli,tical Aritheeeetick. (1671-76) London, 1690. 

II 

A chronological study of these works might perhaps be the best way 
for presenting the main subject of this paper. But space is so limited that 

we shall start from Graunt's Observati01~s where Political Arithmetic was 

first expounded, so to speak, in original form. 
It goes without saying that Graunt's '10ng and serious perusal of all the 

Bills of Mortality, which this great city CLondon] hath afforded for almost 
fourscore years'6, originated from the then prevailing social environments, 
i.e. the population and labour problems, with which English capitalism was 
confronted in its infancy-the steady concentration of urban population in 
line with the growth of domestic commerce and international trade, the 
reproduction of labour forces, the .prevalence of epidemics, especially plague, 

which had the effect of decreasing the population, and so forth. Whatever 
the case might be, his long and serious study was apparently motivate,d by 

his personal interest rather than by his intenticn to solve these social prob-

lems.' It is said that, brought up ip the Puritan atmosphere, Graunt was 

' Observat~o'ts. p. 398. 
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a self-taught man and that he 'served with distinction' as captain of the 
Trained Band on the occasion of the Puritan ,Revolution. If we want to 
understand the significance , of his Observatioles based upon 'a long and 
serious perusal of all the Bills of Mortality', the most important fact in his 

'career we must not lose sight of is ,that he was a merchant, born and bred 
in London, who found 'in Trade the want of an universal measure'.7 Little 
wonder that, when he seriously studied 'all the Bills of Mortality'. Graunt 

came to' believe in 'the Mathem~~ticks of my Chis] Shop-Ar:thmetick'.8 It 
must be recalled here that, along with the development of the international 
trade of 13;ngland from the latter half of the 16th to the first decades of 

the 17th ceptury, commercial arithrnetic made remarkable progress in 
England, its subjects centering around " the rule of three " and " the chaln 

rule (conjoined proportion)". In fact, with this as a social background, R. 

Record's The Grau,rde of Artes (1540) and W. Oughtred's Clavis Mathevtvatica 
(1631) were published, while J. Napier's Logarithms (of which the English 
edition was published in 1616, dedicated to 'the commercial classes') was so 

'1velcome to them.9 These achievements in the field of mathematics are 
said t~ have come from one and the same social conditions, which were 

also responsible for Graunt's reliance upon his " Shop-Arithmetick ". Charac-

terizing mathematics in those days, J. Wallis (1616-1703), who paved the 
way for Newton's discovery of binominal theorem, vyrote as foilows : 
'Mathematicks at that time, with us, were scarce looked upon as Academi-
cal Studies, but rather Mechanical ; as the business of Trader::i~, Merchants, 

Seamen, Carpenters, Surveyors of Lands, or the like, and perhaps some 
Almanack Makers in London... Por the Study of Mathematicks was at 
that time more cultivated in London than in the Universities'.10 In such 

social environments in the days of moneufacture, Graunt and Petty came 
into acquaintance with each other, which later developed into a life-10ng 
,friendship between them, and the latter completed his above-mentioned 
works in 1640's as will be shown in what follows. From the foregoing; it 
may be concluded that Graunt's belief in his 'Shop-Arithmetick' was in-
separably connected with the rapid progress of commercial arithmetic in 
,those days, which greatly contributed to the development of mathematics 
in general. 

In his Observatioles which consist of 12 chapters, Graunt deals with 
various matt_rs concerning the movement of population-namely . its com-
position and change by. sex, marriage, fertility or the number of 'teeming 

' ibid., The epistle dedicatory to Sir R. Moray. 

"seine Krdmer-rechnung in der Mathematik'. V. John, G schichte der Statisiik. SttLttgart, 

'l88t. s. 171. ' 
' F. Cajori, A history of elente'etary mathematics, with hintso,e f'sgthods of teaching. Rev. 

'and enl. ed., New York, 1924. See Modern Times (Arithmetic). ' 
*'E. G. R. Taylor, Th3 fttathematical praciitio,rers of Tudor & Stuart-L;ngla,4d. Cam-

bridge 19:)4. p. 4. 
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women', age, the number of 'males or 'fighting meri', religion, profession, 

parish or location. In so doing, he reduced the 'Bills of Mortality' into 

'Tables so as to have a view of the whole together, in order to the more 
ready comparing of one Year, Season, Parish, or other Division of the 
City, with another', and discovered 'some Truths, and not commonly be-
lieved Opinions' arising from his 'Meditations upon these neglected Papers' 
(the Bills of Mortality).11 Among the 'Truths' Graunt finally succeeded in 
discovering through his extraordinarily persistent observations, the most valu-

able from the statistical point of view is that concerning numerical regular-

ities in population phenomena. According to Dr. C. H. Hull, these 
regularities are summarized in the following four points :12 1) The constant 

proportian between some of 'the several casualties' (for instance, 'chronical 

diseases') and the 'whole number of burials' (Chap. II), 2) the excess of 

male over female births and the approximate numerical equality of the 
sexes (Chap. VIII), 3) the high rate of mortality during the earlier years 

of life (Chap. II), and 4) the excess of, the urban over rural death rate 
(Chap. XII). (The idea of proportion or ratio played the ntost important 
role in Graunt's 'Shop-Arithmetick' for the derivation of these regularities. 

This clearly indicates that Graunt's method was abreast with the progress 
of commercial arithmetic in his days.) He attributed these regularities to 
the 'climate and air' or 'the Law of Nature, that is, Law of God', and 
imagined that the healthfuiness of the people was under their control (Chap. 

II and XII). He concluded that the ' Increase of Mankind' was in con-
formity with the Lal~' of Nature, because 'Hands being Clabour is] the 
Father, as Lands are the Mother and Womb of Wealth' (Chap. VIII). In 
connection with these issues, he further discussed such delicate problems 
as the air contamination and smoke (the increased consumption of 'Sea-
Coal'), the relations between professions and deaths, death from hunger and 

beggary, and asked for the relief of the poor. He also stated that the 
number of 'christenings' had been decreasing 'disp;oportionally' since 1642 as 

a result of the 'Confusion and Changes' in the government, which took place 

in turn as a result of 'differences in Religion' (Chap. 111, XII). 

Thus, there is no doubt that the regularity in population . phenomena 
is 'one of the leading ideas in his book', but Graunt failed to realize that 

~the regularity must naturally be less prominent where the number of 
observations is small',13 though he might have anticipated the Law of Large 
Numbers. He was however well aware that his 'Observations which I Che] 
happened to make upon the bills of Mortality, have fallen out to be both 
Political and Natural'.14 The author dedicated his book to President Sir 

** bservatiaus. The Preface. 
*' C. H. Hull, h,troduction to The ~conomic Writings of Sir Willia"t Petty. Vol. I. p. 

lxxvi. 
*' H. We3tergaard, Contributio'es to the history of statistics. London, 1932. pp. 18, 19. 

*'Observatiotes. The epistle dedicatory to Sir R. Moray. . , - . . . . 
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R. Moray of the Poyal Society which was founded in the year when the 
book was'published. , Th'e .dedicatioh ..was made on the 'ground that 'his 
'Natural, and Political Observations' concerned 'the Air, Countries, Seasons', 

' tc. On the other hand, he dedicated his work to Lord J. Roberts, eminent 
minister of state under King Charles II, the patron of new science, on the 
ground that his book was related to political matters, i.e. 'Government and 
Trade'. Moreover, Graunt regarded his Observatio,es as 'Natural History'. 
This v;'as simply because he thought that Bacon reckoned The History of 
Life onrd Death, bei,eg th,e third part of the 1,4stauratio Mag,ea as 'Natural 

History', and that the Royal Society, the ,incarnation of Bacon's ideal, was 
provided with 'the three Estates, viz. the Mathematical, Mechanical, and 
Physical . ' 15 

It is undeniable that Graunt's study, motivated by his personal int,erest, 

was too crude in construction to inquire into the true' nature of the subject 

observed and too obscure in basic thinking to clarify the socio~economic 
relationship. This notwithstanding, his discovery of regularities in social 

phenomena was of such significance at that time, especially because the 
regularities were numerically demonstrated with indisputable evidence, 
that Graunt, shop-keeper as he was, was given the membership of the 
Royal Society with the King himself as recommender. ' 

But the question presents itself: How did his observations, 'both Political, 

and Natural' (underlined by the author) come to get unified theoretically 
by Petty ? 

III 

In the author's opinion, an important clue for the answer to this ques-
tion is found in Graunt's writing, i.e. in the 'Conclusion' of the Observatioees. 

The significante of the 'Conclusion', written in very compact style, Iies not 

so much in the fact that it summarizes what has been observed in the 
preceding 12 chapters as in the fact that it raises new questions, i.e. 'TO 

what purpose tends all this laborious bustling and groping ? To know, The 
Number of the People ? How many Males and Females ?...' These ques-
tions in further analysis are reduced to whether or not, and how, the afore-
mentioned knowledge of the numerical regularities in population phenomena 
can be used as 'the Art of Governing, and the true Politicks' or 'the Founda-

tion or Elements of this honest harmless Policy...to preserve the Subject 
in Peace and Plenty.' It is apparent that Graunt considered, 'a clear 
knowledge of all these particulars,...is necessary, in order to good, certain, 

and easie Government, and even to balance Paities and Factions both in 

** bid.; cf. V. John, op. cit., s. 171. , 
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Church　and　State’．　In　other　words，he　intended　to　obtain　scientific　know1－

edge，neces6aτy．for　providi血g・foun（iatioas　upon　which　the　rational　policy

for　industry　and　employment　of　a　modem　state＆t　its　earliest　stage　could

be　laid　dOWP．

　　　How　then　can　such　knowledge　be　obtained　P　Graunt　proposed　for　this

purpose　a　survey　of‘the　Land，and　the　hands　of　the　Territory，，乞．θ、a　sur－

vey　of　the　‘intrinsick　valuep　an（1that　of　the‘accidenta1，0r　extrinsick’value

of　the　land．The．former　means　an　lnvestigation　of　a）the　topographical

features　and　b）the　productivity　of　land　which　can　be　measured　in　terms

of　soil　fertility　and　crops　available；and　the　latter　concerns　the　prices　of　the

land　an（i　products　and　their　fluctuations。　Graunt　further　urged　that　these

surveys　should　be　combine（1with　a　population　census　by‘Sex，State，Age，

Religion，Trade，Rank，or　Degree，etc．’16　Thus，what　is　proposed　in　the

‘Conclusion’is　not　only　to　make　a　mmerical　observation　of　the　natural

conditions　of　population，irrespective　of　the　social　environments，but　to

observe　the　relations　between　the　inhabitants　and　the　land　which　had　the

greatest　capital　value　in　civil　society　at　that　time，and　thereby　to　clarify

the　soci㏄conomic　slgnlβcance　of　the　population・（and　its　movement）。

　　　　It　must　be　recalled　here　that　almost　the　same　proposal　is　made　by　Petty

inthelatterhalfofChapterVofhis乃駕5（‘OfUsury，），namelyasurvey
of　the　intrinsic　an（i　extrinsic　or　accidental　values　of　lan（1s．17　1n　fact，　the

necessity　of　the　population　census　is　emphasized　almost　everywhere　in
Petty，s　work　together　with　the　need　of　the‘computation’of　national　wealth．

It　is　needless　to　repeat　details　of　Petty，s　arguments　on　the1＆nd　survey，for

what　is　said　in　his　work　is　almost　a　wor（i　by　word　repetition　of　Oわ8θグτα一

あo螂．But　brief　mention　must　be　made　of　the　following　points：

　　　　（1）　Proposing　a　lan（1survey，Petty　criticized　the　Monthly　Assessment

－a　direct　tax，which　was　impose（l　together　with　the　Excise　during　the

Puritan　Revolution．Succeeding　the　Tudor　Subsidies，the　Monthly　Assess－
ment　was　created　as　property　tax　as　a　result　of　the　gradual　establishment

of　modem　landownership（or　in　the　course　of　the　transformation　of　rent　in

kind　to　money　rent）an（i‘contributed　to　the　break－up　of　the　medieva1

且nancial　systemy．18A　national　tax　as　it　w＆s，it　was　however　not　com－

pletely　deprived　of　its　medieval　an（110cal　characteristics　as　might　be　note（i

from　the　fact　that　its　rates　widely　varied　according　to　loc＆1ities　an（1its

assessment　standards、vere　rather　obscure．With　a　view　to　realizing　afair

taxation，the　land　survey　was　proposed　by　Petty　as　a　mean芋t6minimize

local　di狂erences　and　set　up　a　rational　standard　for　assessment．

　　　　（2）　Petty’s　arguments　on　the　land　survey　are　based　upon　an（i　insepar一

＆bly　comected　wi士h　hi串，fりndameptal　theoエies．　The‘Ratio　formalis’of

16All　quoted　from　theもConclusion，of　the　Oみ3θγロσ拓o％3。げ。

L7Tα∬93．P．49，（～∫　εθ9．．

18M。P．Ashley，F伽伽‘弼㈱4‘o粥雑多θ7‘弼，ρoJ‘‘ッ　㈱4¢7

V，John，　oρ。．φあ，　ss，　167－170・

≠hθ　6〆o”πqθ」蕗α陥　Pfq’θαo■α’e・
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wealth　constitutes　a　keynote　of　his　persistent　adv6cacy　of　the　faimess　in

tax＆tion，which　was　so　emphatically　stressed　in　the須躍θ8。　In　fact，it　was

found　by　him　that，even　if　taxation　should　be　made　at　one　and　the　same

rate　all　throughout　the　country，the　ef壬ects　upon　the　capitalized　value（price）

of　lands　to　be　brought　about　by　Monthly　As6essment　would　not　be　the　same，

dislocating　the‘Ratio　formalis，of　wealth　in　accordance　with　the　status　of

the　land　in　question，惚。with　the　origin　of　its　possession　or　lease。191nquir－

ing　into　the‘mysterious　nature’of　wealth（rents）as　a　tax　source，he　further

developed　the　theory　of　rent　（surplus　value），1＆nd　prices　and　interest　and

proceeded　with　the　discussion　of－how　to　establish　a　standard　for　assessment

and　how　to　compute　the　money　value　of　land　rent．　He£nally　proposed

a　survey　of　lands．

　　　　（3）　Petty，s　arguments　on　land　survey，rent，etc．are　characterized　by

some　salient　methodological　features．His　usual　methodology　is　as　follows：

First　to　observe　the　subject　intrinsically，then　to　look　for　the　factors　which

may　influence　it　accidentally　or　extrinsically，thereby　finding　its　true

nature．　Take　for　instance　his　view　on　land　rent，which　constitutes　olle　of

the　most　important　parts　of　his　theories：He　begins　with　the　study　on　the

intrinsic　nature　of　rent　in　k1nd　which　is　followe（1by　the　observation　of

it　in　the　form　of　money　rent．Then，inquiries　are　made　into　the　factors

responsible　for　the　acci（iental　Huctuations　of　the　silver　price　in　order　to

determine　the‘natural　Par　between　Laud　and　Labour7．　This　is　perhaps　one

of　the　most　typical　pattems　of　the段rguments　which　was　employed　by
Petty，　Such　an　apPro乱ch　is　not　confined　to　his　discussion　on　lan（i　survey

and　rent，but　common　to　all　his　theories．201t　was’，through　this　kind　of

reasoning　that　the　numerical　observations　gradually　gave　rise　to　more
qualitative　considerations。　It　was　also　through　it　that　social　relationships

were　abstracted　from　a　complex　of　social　phenomena　for　the　formulation

of　some　fundamental　ideas　and　theories　of　economics．

　　　　Petty’s　proposal　for　lan（1survey　cleared　the　way　for　liquidation　of　the

local　differences　in　the　feudal　rent　in　kind　and　nation－wide　introduction　of

the　modem　land　tax　system　after　the　Glorious　Revolution三n　England．

Some　countries　on　the　Continent　soon　followed　suit．　Herein　lies　the
practical　significance　of　his　theories　in　human　history．21Such　an　achievement

London，1934，P。83．
　　皇9丁砿θ3。Chap．IV。

　2りThl3method　of　approaching，as　aptly　mentioned　by　Dr．Bevan，is　shown　in　the　most　clear－

cut　form　in　Petty’s　Thθ1）5α’og初θof・1）鋤πo％4ε（i皿C．Ht　Hu11，s　ed。pp．624・630）．‘∫．W．L。

Bevan，5甜　PV泥蕗α泌Pθ甜ツ，α　ε如4ツ　伽　Eπg島εh　9‘oπo〃拓‘　露紹rα伽〆ε。（Pμわ」56α’‘o％3　0∫　飾θ

且粥θ75‘㈱E‘o％o卿5‘！1350‘5ω50π．　Vol．IX．No。4．1894，）p．63。

　2L　A3referred　to　by　Dr。H。OuchHn　his　article　entitled“S三gnificance　of　Petty，s　Tα∬θε
in　the　hi5tory　o歪　eco【10mic　doctrine3”　in　Japa！1ese　（二瀬α‘4θ　κyoブ％　Kσ錫■eた5　1ぐ5？z9％Ro物わ喫％εhμ

（Papers　in　Commemoratioほof　Professor　C。Maide’s60th　BIrthday）。Tokyo，1953，pp．62－63。
At　the　second　Protectorate　Parllament（1656－57）Major－General　E．Whalley，one　of　the．Regi一
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of his was made po~sible, it is to be. remembered, 'only by his laborious 

efforts to tackle the very central problem put forth by Graunt in the 
'Ccnclusion' of the Observatio,es-a comprehensive survey of population in 
connection with the lands which were then considered to hav~ the great-
est capital value in civil society as well as a unitary understanding of 'the 

Land, and the hands of the Territory'. This being the case, it is neccessary 

for us to clarify what enabled Petty to do so. 
Before taking up this problem, the author wi_shes to ,make a cursory 

review on the so-called "Disputed Authorship" of Graunt's Observatiows. 
He does not however intend to go into details in this respect, but to sum-
marize the controversies about the similarity or rather identity between the 

'Conclusion' of the Observatioe~s and Petty's arguments on land survey in 

the Taxes. In other words, we shall be concerned with the sirnilarity or 
identity of the so-cailed "Parallel Passages " with a view to elucidating their 

social background, for such an elucidation is closely connected with the 

main subject of this paper. 

IV 

Although Graunt's name is printed on its title-page, which was the 
actual author of th_e Observaticees, Graunt or Petty ? This question was 
raised scon after the death of Graunt and has since remained uns_olved in 
the past three centuries or so. We do not want tO go into details, much 
less to get involved in this long-pending controversy, but wish ta make a 
brief Survey of the controversial discussions referring to the publications,2~' 

cides, criticized the l¥ronthly Assessment and proposed 'a national rate of 6 d. in the poundi. 

But the proposal was rejected on the ground that it was 'plausible but not practicable', because 

th.ere had not been 'an elaborate survey of the entire property of the kingdom.' (cf. Ashley, 
op, cit., pp. 74-75.) It can be said that Petty's arguments on land survey and the theory of 
rent provided a theoretical basis for such a proposal. 

" In preparing this bibliography, the author owes much to the literatures (27), (43), (44) and 

(d5). Comments contained in some works on the history of statistics and some dictionaries are 
omitted. As for the literatures marked with asterisks, information is only indirect. 

(1) $ Aubrey, J. (1626-97), Brief lives, ed. by A. Clark. Oxford, 1898. 2 vols. 
(2) do, Brief lives, ed. by O. L. Dick. London, 1950. 
(3) * Bell, J. (?-?), Loudoft's remembrancer. London, 1665. 
(4) * Burnet, G. (1643-1715), History of his o~;n time. 2nd ed. Oxford, 1833. 6 vols. 

(5) Child, Sir J. (1630-99), A ,eew discourse of trade. 2nd ed. London, 1694. -
(6) Evelyn, J. (162C-1706), The diary of Joh,4 1~velyfe, ed, by W. Bray. London, 1950. 2 

vols. 

(7) Hale' Sir M. (1609-76), The primitive origi,eatiot, of tna,skiud. London, 1677. 
(8) Halley, E. (1656-1742), 'At, estimate of the. degrees of the'morlality of ,nankiud, ed. 

by L. J. Reed. Baltimore, 1942. ' 
(9) * Houghton, J. (d: 1705), A collectio,e of letters for th~ in,proveinerd of husb~udry a,Id 
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the author' happened to gain access to 'directly or indirectly. 

It was probably in the middle of the 19th century, when J. R. Mc-
Culloch formally recognized Graunt's authorship of the Observatiolts,22~1~ 

starting this protracted controversy. Concerning the authorship of this 
work, the contemporaries of Graunt differed from one another in opinion, 

(10) $ 

(11) * 

(12) 

( 1 3) 

( 1 4) 

( 1 5) 

(16) 

(17) 

( 1 8) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

(,~4) 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(3 o) 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

trade. London, 1681-83. 2 vols. 
Oldenburg, H. (1615?-77), Olde,4burg to Boyle, 13th Septef'sber, J665. (R. Boyle's Works, 

'ed. by T. Birch. Loridon, 1772. 6 vols.) 
Pett, Sir P. (1630-99), The happy future state of ~,egland. London, 1688. 

Stissmilch, J. P. 

Takano & T. 
do, Die g~ttliche 

(1707-67). Die g~ttliche Ordnu,eg. Berlin, 1741. Jap. Ubers. von I. 
Morito. Tokyo, 1949. 
Ord,eung. 2. Aufl. Berlin, 1761-62. 2 Bde. 

1845 McCulloeh, J. R., The literature of pditical econ0,1ey. London, 1845. 
1851 Roscher. W.. Zur Geschichte des etsglischen Volkswirtschaftslehre im J6. tlud f7. 

Jahrhee,edert. Leipzig, ,1S51. Jap. Ubers. von E. Sugimoto. Tokyo, 1929. 
185~ ~_fohl. R. von, Dle Geschichte elnd Literatur der Staatswisse,tschafte,e. Eriangen. 

58 1855-S8. 3 Bde. 
1859 Hodge, W. B.. On the rate of iteteresi for thg use of mo,eey it, a,scie,et and modern 

times. (Assurance Magagi,4e, attd Journal of the hsstitute of Actuarles. Vol. 
VIII. 1859.) 

1859 De Morgan. A., O,e a stateme,et revived itt Mr. Hodge's paper an i,eteresi, with 
referefece to the authorship of Graunt's Observations. (ibrd.) 

1865 Todhunter, I.. A history of the mathematical theory of probability frottt the time 
of Pascal to that of Laplace. Cambrldge and London, 1865. 

1867 Wagner. A.. Statistik. (Deutsches Staats-Wirterbuch, hrsg. vo,e. J. C. Bluntschuli 
uud K. Brater. 11. Bde. Stuttgart und Leipzig, 1857-70. lO. Bd. Jap. Ubers. von 
H. Ouchi. Tokyo, 1942.) 

1872 * De Morgan, A., A budg3t of p(~radoxes. London, 1872. 
1892 Cunningham, W., The growth of ~,tglish industry a,rd comnterce i,e fnodern tillt3s. 

Cambridge, 189C~92. 2 vols. Vol. II. 
1894 Bevan, W. ~., Sir William Peity, a siudy i,e L;nglish econot,'ic literature. (Publica-

tiofes of the America,a ~cofs0,1,ic Associatio,~. Vol. IX. No. 4. 'l89*.) 

1895 Higgs, H., Review of Bevan's Petty. (L;c0,40,Isic Jour,4al. Vol. V. 1895.) 
1895 Fitzmaurice, E.. The life of Sir William Petty J6~:3-1637. London, 1895. 
1896 Hull. C. H., Grau,et or Petty ? Th~ authorship of the Natural and Political Obser-

vations upon the Bills of Mortality. (Political Scie,ece Quarterly. . Vol. XI. 1895.) 
1899 do, Thg authorship of the Nateeral atrd Political Observatiotts upo,e the Bills of 

Mortality. (The ~co,eotnic Writings of Sir Willia,,c Petty, ed. by C. H. Htlll. 
Cambridge, 1899. 2 vols. Vol. I.) 

1903 Pasquier, M., Sir William Petty, ses id~es iconomiques. Pari3, 1903. 
19-'7 Lansdowne. Marquis of, O,e the dispu,ted authorship of the L014don Bills of Mortality. 

Paral!el passages i,4 the Laudon Observations avrd Petty's unpublished writings. 
(The Petty Papers, ed. by the Marquis of Lansdo-,vn?. London, 1927. 2 vols. 
Vol. II.) 

1928 Westergaard, H. and Nymbole, H. C., Gru,ed3tig3 der Theorie der Statistik. 2. 
Aufl. Jena, 1928. 

1928 Lansdowne, Marquis of, The disputed (huihorship. (Tlte Petty-Southwell Correspoud-
eeece. J676-J687, ed. by the Marquis of Lansdowne. London, 1928.) 

1928 Greenwood. M., Crallnt aud Petty. (Jourfeal of the Royal Statistical Society. Vol. 

91. 1928.) . 1931 Bonar, J., Theories of populatio,e frottt Raleigh to Arthur You,eg. London, 1931.' 
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becuase they recognized facts differently. Most 'of them were however in-

terested in standing neither for Graunt nor for Petty. It was' the com-
mentators of later generations that tried to utilize the unbiased testimonies 

of these contemporaries for determining the authorship. There can be no 
doubt that almost all the contemporaries hailed with joy the brilliant "dis-

covery " on the numerical regularities reported in the Observatio,es and 
tried to develop various achievements in it for their own use.22~5,7.8 J. P. 

Stissmilch (1706-67), who endeavoured to develop the Political Arithmetic 
thus founded in England as 'die politische Rechen-kunst', evaluated Graunt's 

work so highly that he compared his achievements with the discovery of 
the New Continent by Columbus.2z-1"-.13 But he regarded the regulariti~s 
discovered by Graunt as 'die gbttliche Ordnung' and Petty's computatlon/'of 

national wealth simply as a technical method of statistical estimation. He 
probably failed to recognize the signifcance of " political " (social) way of 

thinking initiated by these two pioneers,23 so far as the 1/~41 edition of 

his work was concerned. 
Dr. C. H. Hull presents a comprehensiYe and detailed survey on all 

the "Disputed Authorship " controversies in the latter half of the _ 19th 
century.22~26,27 Two sallent features of the controversies in this period 
deserve special attention : namely, 1) it was almost agreed that the Observa-

tiows were a joint work of Graunt and Petty in some sense or other, and 
2) controversies were gradually concentrated on the character of their 
collaboration, i.e. which played a more essential role, Graunt or Petty. In 

(34) 1932 Mtiller. W., Sir Williat't Peuy als politischer Arith,,aetiker. Eitae sogiologisch-
statistische Studie. Gelnhau~>en, 1932. 

(35) 193_' Lansdowne, '~_1arquis of, Petty afed Crau,4t. (Tintes Literary SuppletneF4t. 8th Septem-

ber 1932. No. 1597.) 
(36) 1932 Brett-James, N. G., Petty a'td Grauttt. (ibid., 15th September 1932. No. 1598.) 
(3/~) 1932 Greenwood, M., Grautet aud Petty. (ibid., 22nd September 1932. I~"'o. 1599.) 
(38) 193'- 1~ansdowne, Marquis of, Petty aud Grau,st. (ibid., 13th October 193'_. No. 1602.) 
(39) 1932 Powell, L. F., Peity aftd Graunt (ibid., 20th October 193'-. ~~o. 1603.) 
(40) 1933 Greenwood, M., Graulet a,ed Petty-A re-stateme,et. (Joureeal of ihe Royal Statistical 

Society. Vol. 96. 1933.) 
(41) 1937 Clark. G. N., Scie,4ge a,ed social wdfare i,e the age of Ne-z~,to,a. Oxford, 1937. 

(42) 1937 Willcox. ¥V. . F., The fouuder of statistics. (Revue de l'h~stitut I,eterfeational de 
St(}thsttque. 5 ann. Iivr. 4. 1937 ) 

(43) 1939 Willcox. W. F., hetroduction to the reprint of J. Graunt's Observati0,4s. Baltimore, 

1939. 

(44) 1941 Kuruma ' S. O,a the dispwted attthorship of J. Graul$t's Observatiotss. (Jap. tran31. 
of J: Graunt's Observations. Tokyo, 1941.) 

(45) 1948 Greenwood, M., Medical statistics from Graunt to Farr. Cambridge. 1948. 
(46) 1954 Strauss, E., Sir Willia,It Peity, portrait of a gef~ius. London, 1954. 

'3 In this sen3e, Stissmilch was in the hi3tory of statistic3 the first man who systematized 

Political Arithmetic. cf･ V. John, Johant~ Peter Stiss,tiilch. (Allgemei,ee Deutsche Biographie. 
Leipzig, 1894. 37. Bd. s.195.) D. Diderot had no doubt about authorship of Graunt. cf. Article 
"Arithm6tique Politique " in L'~,ec~'clop~die. Tome I. Pari3, 1751. J. G. Meusel, of the 
Staatenkunde, also believe3 .that the Observatiot,s were Graunt's work. cf. Liieratur der 
Statislik. Leipzig, 1790. s. 22. 
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defence of their own stands, all the controversialists resorted to "direct 
testimony " and/or "inward , evidence" as Dr. Hull put it. Arguments 
based on the latter can further be classified into the following : a) Picking 

up and analyzing the "Parallel Passages " in the works of the two pioneers, 

b) comparing the statistical methods expounded in their works, and.c) 
comparing their character, styles of writing, etc. After having studied in 
detail all the contrqversies along these lines, Dr. Hull concludes, 'in short, 

the " Observations upon the Bills of Mortality of London " are essentially 

Graunt's work, and he deserves the credit for them'.22~27 By using the 
adverb " essentially ", Dr. Hull undoubtedly refers to the numerical regula-

rities discovered by Graunt. 

In the 20th century, Dr. Hull's conclusion had been regarded, as before, 

as an established fact until the twenties wk.en the Marquis of Lansdowne, 
a descendant of Petty, edited and published The Petty Papers and Th,e Pett3~ 

Southwell Correspowdevece and concluded, 'there can, I think, be no reason-

able doubt that the Observations on the London Bills were in all essential 
respects his CPetty's] own work'.22-29 The " essential re,spects" as said by 

the Marquis of Lansdowne may be summarized as fcllows : 'Graunt's hand 
may perhaps have held the pen, but it was surely Petty who supplied the 
ideas which have caused this book to be rcgarded as " One of the Classics 
of Statistical Science " '.22~BI A renewed and hotter controversy thus took 

place between the descendant of Petty and Prof. M. Greenwood.24 Other 
commentators tcok part in the controversies, which proceeded in this ce.ntury 

along the same line as that a few decades ago. It however deserves special 
mention that the academic discussions became concentrated increasingly 
upon whlch should be regarded as more "essentral " Graunt s or Petty's 
ideas in the Observatioees (a line of demarcation had gradually be drawn 
between their ideas). Prof. W. F. Willcox fundamentally agrees with Dr. 
Hull and offers a very persuasive conclusicn.22~43 According to him, a) 
The Epistle Dedicatory to Sir R. Moray, b) the 'Conclusion,' and c) the Life 

Table (Chap. XI) may hav,e been written by Petty, but the whole of the 
Observatioces except a) and b) is 'a more coherent' and sinewy piece of 
writ ing. ' 25 

This is a very cursory review of the " Disputed Authorship " controver-

sies up to the Second World War. Since the end of the War, there has 
not been repeated any such argumerft so far as the author is concerned. 
In hls recent work on Petty,22.46 Mr. E. Strauss however made an excellent 

" Prof. G. N. Clark wholly agrees with Prof. Greenwood who asserts that the statistical 
achievements in the Observations were attained entirely by Graunt, but he says that Prof. 
Greem~'ood is 'unnecessarily emotional' in his argument. 22-41. 

'* Prof. Greenwood, who attributes the authorship of the Life Table to Graunt, consider5 as 
'cogent' what is contended by Prof. Willcox, but he says, 'although Prof. Willcox has ccrtain-
ly shaken my previous conviction, I still feel reluctant to surrender 'Graunt's table to Petty.' 

22-45. 
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review　on　this　issue．　Saying‘the　postumous　reputation　of　the　Oわ5θ廻画o％ε，

1ies　in‘its　painstaking　statistical　method，，he　carefully　traces　Petty’s　sub－

stantial　contrlbutions　in　this　respect’in　a　lot　of　contemporary　literature．

Hle　concludes　that‘the　co－operation　between　Petty＆nd　Graunt，which　re－

sulted　in　the　Oウsε甥画o銘3，was　an　epoch－makfng　event　for　the　history　of

statistics’，and　that　the　‘Conclusion20f　the　O加θ7昭あo％3　〔which，in　his

opinion，was‘almost　certainly　Petty，s　work’〕sums　up　the‘aims　of　Petty，s

pioneero　work　in　the　social　sciences，which　consisted．in－the　proclamation　of

quantitative　measurement　as　the　key　to　adequate　knowledge　of　social　facts，

and　in　the　principle　of　inductive　reasoning　from　statistica1（iata，．

　　　　The　prolonged　controversies　extended　over　more　than贈a　century　from

the　perfection　of　classical　economics　and　modem　statistics，respectively，by

D，Ricardo　and　L　A．」。Ωuetelet　in　the　first　decades　of　the19th　century

to　the　Second　World　War－during　this　period　both　sciences　underwent　a
series　of・remarkable　developments　an（i　transformations，　These　discussions，

in　the　author’s　opinion，are　not　without　the　following　shortcomings：namely・，

1）too　much　emphasis　has　been　placed　on　the　numerical　regularities　in　social

happenings，which　has　been　derived　by　Graunt　from　the‘natural　an（i
politicalp　observations，2）the　explanation　of　the　social　and　economic　facts，

measured　an（i　perceived　numerically，have　often　been　ignored　as　origi－

nating　from　Petty，an（1・3）the『issue　of　the“Parallel　Passages”，includ－

ing　the　similarity　between　the℃onclusion，of　the　Oδ8θ7妙翻o郷an（i　Petty’s

arguments　on　a　land　survey，26has　been　discussed　merely　as　a　problem　of

parallelism　in　their　published　works．　Such』discussions　are　liable　to　distort

the　real　value　of　the　O658甥αあo郷。　As　properly　said　by　Prof，S．Kuruma，

theβnal　solution　of　the　authorship　dispute　may　depend　upon　the　dif壬erence

of　opinions　about　wherein　the　true　value　of　the　Oわ30働α’60銘31ies．22’44The

essentia1P・inthereisn・ttheclar：五cati・n・fthes・1e・rc・一authorship・f
the　O西3θγワα廊o，z8，but　the　analysis　on　the　soc1al　bαsis　of　the‘‘Parallel　Pass－

ages”，which　induced　the　dispute，while　the　land　survey　an（i　the　distribu－

tion　of　confiscated　lands　carried　out　by　Petty　himse1Hn　Ireland　under　the

Commonwealth　prior　to　the　publication　of　the　Oδ3θ7ταあo難5and　the％畑3，

were　among　the　most　important　constituents　of　the　said　social　basis，

z61n　Dr．Hu11，s　opi旦ionp　the　parallels　here　are　the‘10nges亡and　closest，among　the　Parallel

Passages　and‘aτe　doμbち1ess　important・l　He　further　writes　that　the‘Conclusion’is　not‘a　sober

summary　in　the　style　of　the　bopk、itself，b口t‘a　not　altogether　msuccessful　attempt　to　write

wittily　about　these　matters’．22－27。　The　author　wishes　to　note　that　the　words‘to　write　wittily

about　these　matters”are　cynically　quoted　by　Dr．Hull　from　the‘Conc！usion，probably　in　the

sense　that　Petty　himself　is・making　witty　r号marks　in　the‘Conclusion，instead　of‘trulyP　study鴨

ing‘Nature　and　Th玉ngs・（1st　ed・of　the　O西3θ7ッσ痴oπε）。・But　the　author　does・not　agree　with

Dr、Hull　in　this　respect．
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V 
The land survey and the distribution of confiscated lands were directly 

connected with the conquest of lreland by Cromwell, better known as the 
Cromwellian Settlement of lreland. The conquest and confiscation were an 
event in a series of England~S 'invasions of lreland, which was started in 

the 12th century and strengthered by the absolutist policy to lreland by 
Henry VII, Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth I, as well as by l~ter at-

tempts to completely subdue her. It was called 'the most･sweeping, perhaps, 
Cconfiscation] that modern ages have seen'27 and 'the climax of a century 
of English policy'.28 And its epochal significance lies not so much in the 

thoroughness with which it was enforced mercilessly as in its ultimate 
objective, i.e. the establishment of civil order in lreland.29 

It took more than a decade after 1641 for the English Commonwealth 
to suppress a series of rebellions by the lrish, especially by the Roman 
Catholic landlords a"*ainst the colonial domination by England. The main 
aim of this English policy was none other than to create, according to a 
predetermined plan, a modern land system through the distribution of con-
fiscated lands among the I~;nglish Protestants-Protestant yeomanry in lre-
land.30 It must be remarked here that the lands thus confiscated were 
distributed as redemption, in the form of land, of government debts to the 

creditors, namely the English Protestants- a) the London Adventurers who 
supplied war funds to the Government for 'the speedy and effectual reducing 

of the rebels in lreland'31 and b) the officers and soldiers of the Cromwellian 

army whose remunerations in arrears were to be covered by the distribution 

of rebels' Iands. A study of the debentures issued by the Government for 
the army oflicers and men reveals that the money debts were redeemed not 
only in the. form of 'Rebels Lands' but also (rebels') 'Houses, Tenements 
and Hereditaments, in lreland ; or other Lands, Houses. Tenements, and 
Hereditaments there'. It means that the material wealth of lreland was 
offered, entirely as a security for the monetary loans of the Cornmonwealth 

Government of England. 'Ireland,' sald E. Hyde, the Earl of Clarendon 
(1609-74), 'was the great capital out of which all debts were paid, all 
services rewarded, and all acts of bounty performed'.32 

For good or bad, what the Commonwealth had to enforce by all 

" W. F. T. Butler, C0,4fiscatio,e i,c Irish history. London, 1917. p. I15. 
'* E. Strauss. Sir trilliam Petty, portrait of a gethiusL London, 1954. p. 66. 

" C. Hill and E;. Dell (~;ditors), The good old cause. London, 1949. p. 4'-9. 

" C. H. Firth. Cro,t~v'ell's army. 2nd ed. London, 191'-. p. 205. 
** . Curtis and R. B. McDowell (Editors), Irish historical docu,Isents IJ72-J9a_2. London, 

1943. pp. l/~7-179. This act is generally called the Act of Subscription (1641). 
*' A Cromwellian Debenture, reproduced in J. P. Prendergast, The Cromwellian seitle"be,et 

of lrela'td. 2nd ed. Dublin, 1875. Frontispiece. R. Bagweu. Irela,4d u,eder the Stuarts a,id 
duriteg the I,eterreglcune. London, 1909-16. 3 vols. Vol. II. p. 338. 
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means was : 1) To calculate the total amounts of debts due to a large 
nurnber of various creditors, 2) to make a survey of the confscated lands 
which constituted the most important means to redeern these debts, and 3) 
to carry out the redemption of debts, i,e. the distribution of lands among 
the creditors.33 It was the second and third items that Petty was ordered 
by the Governrnent to take charge of. Petty, being originally in char~e 
of the land survey, was naturally entrusted with the distribution of the 
surveyed lands.34 

It was in September, 1652, or immediately after the suppression of the 
lrish rebels that Petty left the post of professor of anatomy at Oxford 
University and cartle to the 'wasted, desolate country'35 as a phy:)~ician to 

Cromwell's army. Not long after his arrival in lreland, he took over the 
task of surveying and distributing the confscated lands, though it had little 

connection with his profession. We know many reasons for his taking over 
such a duty, but two of them deserve special consideration : 1) He thought 
'the whole work would have been over...in about two years time, so as to 

have proved rather an unbending than a breakir]g of that bow, where;n I 
CPetty~ aimed at natural knowledges', and 2) he wanted to enlarge his 
'trade of experiments from bodies to minds, from the motions of the one, 
to the manners of the other, thereby to have understood passions as weil 
as fermentations...'36 

Petty's land survey was called the Down Survey in the sense that the 
lands surveyed were laid down on maps. Working under his direction 
were about 1,000 surveyors, mostly soldiers. It is more significant that he 
adopted the principle of division of labour not only for field work but for 

the making of surveying instruments as well.37 Thus, the Down Survey, 
covering the 22 counties of the country, was finished in 13 months.38 The 
methods employed and the survey itself are described in detail in his History 

of the Dow,e Survey. So far as the topographical features covered in the 

33 M. J. Bonn, Die e,tglische Kolo,eisation i,t lrelatrd. Sttutgart und Berlin, 1906. 2 Bde. 
II. Bd. s.74. 

" bid., s.83. 
*' R. Dunlop (Editor), Irel(htsd u'eder the Com't'ot~wealth. Mancheste', 1913. 2 vols. Vol. 

II. p. 477. It is written that due to a series of rebellions, about 'five-sixths of her people had 
perished' in lreland. cf. J. P. Prendergast, op. cit., p. 307. 

*6 eflectio,es upo,c son~e persons atsd thitags i,e lrela,ed. 2nd ed. Dublin, I/~90. pp. ,3, /~. In 
his address delivered on November 24, 1658, at the Grocers' Hall, Petty declared that 'the chief 

end of my going to lreland was to make way for distinguishing the so'diers' from the adven-
turers' interest in the eleven counties'. These remarks indicate that, even before his departure 
for lreland, he had been determined to take over the taskof land surveying and distribution 
there. cf. Caletrdar of the State Papcrs, Irelaf~d, Advev~turers for laud, J64~-J6~)~9. p. 362. 

s' Sir T. A. Larcom wrrtes that Petty 'had discovered the great principle of division of labour' 

in the course of the Down Survey. The history of the Dotvn Survey. p. 314.; cf, ibid., pp. 
xiv-xv, 17-18. 

3B bid., p. 295. 
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survey　are　concemed，the‘lnstructions，39Petty　gave　to　his　subor（iinate　sur－

veyors　are　said　to　have　been　summarized　almost　literally　in　a　‘survey　of

intrinsick　values　of　lan（1’in　the乃畑3（Chap．V）．In　fact，the　Down　Sur－

vey　was　originally　irltended　for　the　following　two－fo1（1purposes，惚．c…ldastral

as　well　as　topographical　surveying，for　the　survey　was　planned　as　a　prerequi－

site　for　the　proposed　distribution　of　the　confiscated　lands　and，moreover，

qu玉t－rent　and　other　taxes　were　to　be　imposed　uron　the　lands　which　would

be　distirbuted　amon言the　creditors．　The　essential　point　of　techni⊂al　di伍cu1－

ties　of　the　Down　Survey　therefore　lay　in　the　classification　of　the（iistributed

landsinaccordancewiththedegreeoftheirprofitability。Asurveyor，
calle（i　Lewis　Smith，being　engaged　in　the　land　survey　in　the　county　of

Iくerry，complained，‘as　to　what　wee　have（ione　in　Kerrey，wee　can　very

well　lusti五e　quantities，but　as　for　the　quality　of　land　wee　had　noe　rule　to

walke　by，．．．but（ii（i　accor（iing　to　the　best　of　our　ludgements，and　the　best

information　wee　could　get，．40　This　should　not　be　taken　as　a　testimony　by

a　single　incompetent　surveyor　but　interpreted　as　in（ilcating　the　general

situation　about‘the　almost　impossibility　of（1istinguishing　the　classes　of　lan（1

in　the　state　they　then　were，．41

　　　　This　dif且cult　problem　was“solved”by　the　methods　employed　‘ordi－

naryiy　and　usually’in　accordance　with‘the　advice　of　the　chief　inhabitants’42

in　each　county．　In　Petty’s　arguments　on　land　survey　as　expounde（しin　the

ル蜘8（Chap．V）however　the　issue　is　rationally　solved　by　an　investigation

cf　each　denomination　of　lan（1which　is　measured　intrinsic＆11y　by　fertility　and

available　crops．This　will　become　clearer　if　we∫ead　his　essay430n（lrish）

1and　registry　written　just　before　the　publication　of　the　7礁θ3．　In　that

essay，Petty　proposes　a　survey　of‘the　intrinsick　fertility，as　a　means　to

measure　the　value　of　lan（i．　It　is　highly　signincant　that　this　sort　of　ap－

proaching　corresponds　to　the　typical　method　of　observing　the　subject“in－

trinsically”，which　was　also　employe（1in　his　studies　on，rent（an（i　other

fundamental　theories）．

VI

　　　It　was　during1656－58that　the　distribution　of　the　forfeited　lands、vas

enfqrcedunロerPetty’ssuper∀isi・n，andthisundere∀er』w・rseningc・nditi・ns・

such　as　the　increasing　disbandment　of　the　army　forces，the　impoverishment

。fthedisbandedsoldiersandthesubsequentnegotiati・nofdebentures，the

30‘Z雇dり．pp，46。53。

‘o弼4．，P．97．

“毒西54、，p。330，

42蛋わ54，，P．96，

“Refer　to　the　10th　literature　listed　on　page55。
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increasing concentration of such debentures in the hands of high-ranking 
officers and politicians, the friction between the army and the London 
Adventurers, and so forth. These conditions are summarized by ~Sir T. A. 
Larcom as follows : 'In truth it is diflicult to imagine a work m6re full 
of perplexity and uncertainty than to locate 32,000 of~icers, and soldiers, 

and followers, with adventurers, settlers, and creditors of every kind and 
class, having difl:erent and uncertain claims on lands of different and un-

certain value, in detached parcels sprinkled over two-thirds of the surface 

of lreland'.44 Land prices in lreland were roughly fixed province by pro-

vince under the Act of Subscriptlon of 1641, and they were called 'Act 
Rates'. For surveying and distributing the confiscated lands, it was however 

necessary to estimate the prices lot by lot in full consideration of the 
natural, economic and social conditions of each lot-a very complicated 
and difficult task in an extremely backward country like lreland under the 
afore-mentioned conditions. 

It 'would require a treatise by it self', as Petty wrote, to describe 
perfectly the distribution of the forfeited lands. In carrying out this labo-

rious project, Petty regarded 'the whole party Cof the creditors (soldiers)] 

as one man...as if one uniform disfribution had been made, and then con-
sidered each as having teceived or being about to receive such or such a 
"quota pars", in order to make up the deflcient, and pare down the re-
dundant, to the same rate in the pound on their respective claims.' ' In 
this there were of course many practical difiiculties',45 and this distribution 

was carried out forcibly 'as Parties interested could prevail upon and against 

one another by their Attendance, Friends, Eloquence, and Vehemence ; for 
what other Foundation of Truth it had in nature, I CPetty] know not'.46 

All these thlngs came from the very fact that, in such a backward 
country as lreland where money was regarded as "useless " for most of 
the inhabitants,47 it was highly difficult to compute the money rent or land 

" The history of the Down Survey. p. 33S. 
" bid., pp. 184, 336. 

According to M~. A. T. Lucas' private communication Petty's description about land-dis-
tribution (cf. ib~d., p. 184, 2nd paragraph) is interpreted as follows : 

'In order to give an account of the distribution of the forfeited lands, it has frst to be 

noted that when some of the soldiers were disbanded in 1653 they were given lands at a more 
advantageous valuation than that set out in the Act : the valuation adopted was apparently the 
same for all of them. In order therefore to determine how much they actually received, as 
compared with what they were entitled to, the amount of land to be distributed to all the s,oldiers 

must be computed at the r~tes set ouf in the Act ; then a calculation must be made of the 
proportion which the ~mo'~mt of land that the disbanded men receivei (whether this was sul~ 
posed to be T or ~ oriany other fraction of their whole share) bore to the amount that 

theyshould have received. The reck:oning must not 'be on the basis that those who got lands 
in Louth have re:eived half of what is due to them, and that those in I/ongford have got the 
whole, etc.' 

" The Political Anatomy of lrela,ed. p. 179. 
t' bid., Chap. XI; Political Arithn4etick. Chap. II. 
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price　in　full　consideration　of　a11・the　“extrinsic　or　accidenta1”　factors．　　In

other　words，．the　greatest　di伍culty　invo’ved　in　the　Down　Survey　lay　in

distinguiEhing’the　profitability．from　the　unprofitability　of　lands．In　the　case

of　land　distribut1on，nothing　was　more（ii伍cult　than　to　express　in　terms　of

money　the　distinguished，if　not　perfectly，　pro且tabi1：ty　or　unpro五tability・

This　was　tLe　reason　why　Petty　interprete（1his‘‘survey　of　extrinslc　or　ac－

cidental　values　of　lands”as　a　method　of　computing　the　money　rent　through

a　survey　of　prices　（and　price　Huctuations）of　land　products．　Not　only　that，

・this　method　of　comrutation，a3already　mentlo〔ed，corresponds　to　the
method　with　wh三ch　Petty　studied　the　lan（l　rent　in　kind　in　the　f〔）rm　of

money　rent．　In　the　course　of　st：ch　analysis，Petty　lay　‘the　foundation　of

cqualizing　and　balarcing　of　values’of　commodities，upon　which‘the　super－
structures’（客．θ．extrins三c　or　accidental　price　Huctuations）　are　built　（Tb∬θ＆

Chap．IV）．　Furthermore，startingr　from　this　foundation　thus　lai（1down，he

came　to　consider　all　the　commodities　as‘the　creatures　of　Lands　and　mens

Labour　thereupon’，and　tried　to　find　out　the‘natural　Par　between　land　and

labour’in　or（ier　to‘express　the　value　by　elther　of　them〔1and　and　labour〕

alone’．He　further　determined，though　in　very　simple　form，the‘Natural

Price7（value　of　commodities）underlying　the　price　fluctuations．

　　　　Probably　comparable　in　scale　to　the　Domesday’Survey，thg　Down　Sur－

vey　（including　the　distribution　of　the　conHscate（i　lands）cou】d　not　have　been

carrie（i　out　without　the　strong　state　power　of　the　Commonwealth　which

completdy　suppressed　the　Irish　rebellion．However，its　ultimate　aim，¢。θ．

the　establishment　of　the　English　Protestant　y∈omanry　in　Ireland，was　not

attained　in　lts　perfect　form．In　reality，it　induced　the　mushrooming　of　the

‘Cromwellian　newcomers’or‘upstart　gentry’48and　helped　to　promote　the

colonial　pauperization　of　Ireland，in　particular，after　the　Glorious　Revolu－

tion，thereby　laying　the　foun（iation　upon　which　：English　absenteeisln　was

gradually　built．49　This　notwithstanding，it　is　notable　that　this　survey　paved

the　way　for　the　establlshment　of　a　modem　land　system　in　Irelan（i　which

was　little　more　than‘a　new　State？（‘as　a　white　paper’），

men　had　even　the　possession　of　any　lan（i　at　alr50there．

survey　substantially　succee（1ed　in　attaining　its　objective．

and　this　‘before

Itl　this　sense，　the

The　reaso！1　why

Petty7s　arguments　on　land　survey　played　an　epochal　role　for　the　creation　of

　48E．MacLysaght，1γ需h昂fθ伽’hσ3θワθ撹θ餓！ん‘θ螂獅y・2nd　ed・Oxford・1950・Chap・IV・
Petty　was　himself　one　of　these　get－rich－qu至ck　upstarts，for　he　made　specu1＆tive　purchases　of

the　debentures　and　got　possession　of　a　wide　expanse　of　la血ds　in　Ireland。　On　the　occasion　of

the　Restoration　however　these　lands　were　granted　to　him　due　to　the　f＆vour　of　King　Charles

II・げ・0・5・P・1惚Z伽4，1660－62・pp・180，280，502軸3・　In　this　respect・his　complicat3per－
sonality　is　shown　in　relief．げ。E。Strauss，oρ。‘弘，Part　II．

　405As　a　transfer　o壬property　from　Irish　to　English　hands　the　Cromweliian　settlement　had
some　measure　of　success，but　as　a　scheme　of　colonis乱tion　it　tot参11y　falled。P　R．Bagwe11，0ρ．躍。，

Vo1．II。p．337．
　50Tα灘θs，PP．9，39。
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灸．甲o¢胆1ard　tax．should　be　looked　for　in　the　V¢ry　fact　that　his　Down
Survey　was　itse1［a　monumental　pr6jecHor　introdhcing　this　system．51

　　　　1n　England，the　art　of　surveying，cartography　and　map－making　made

remarkable　progress　in　and　after　the　latter・half　of　the　16th　century　as　a

result　of‘a　convergence　of　economic　needs　and　intellectual　progress7，as　well

as　of　the　gradual　decline　of　feudal　landownership，for‘there　was　a　need

〔for〕the　de6ning　of　rights’．521ndeed，field－surveying　was‘very　much　neede（i

during　a　perlod　of　fo㎡eited　estates’，inducing　W．Leyboume　to　write　his

Gog7ψ」θα≠5解7θyo7（1653）．53　Petty’s　Down　Survey　is　said　to　have　been‘the

most　compr〔hensive　and　scienti五c　survey　of　a　large　area　made　by　any

Englishman　before1755’・541ts　accuracy　was　such　that．it　only‘understate（i

the　area　of　forfeited　land　by　10－15percent’，55and　his　H萄θ7銘唇αご　五）8」づ偽θαあo

（1685P），or‘the　first　atlas　of　Irelan（1’，was‘the　most　important　event　in　the

17th　century’56in　that‘lreland　has　for　the　first　time　found　her　true　shape，

if　not　real　size’．57

　　　　Modem　cartography　was‘in　all　its　aspects　closely　allied　to　statistics．．．

〔for〕a　map　is　an　abstract　statement　based　on　measurement　l　statistics　are

abstract　statements　based　on　measurement，counting，and　calculation，．58

As　mentioned　elsewhere，Petty’s　Down　Survey　was　itself　at　the　same　time

a　land　survey，a　project　for　map－maklng　and　a　statistical　investigation　of

the‘Lands，Houses，Tenements　and　Hlereditaments　in　Ireland’which　con－
stituted　the　whole　national　wealth　of　th＆t　bountry．　In　this　sense，historical

progress　of　surveying，cartography　and　statistics　is　clearly　reflecte（1　in　the

DownSurvey．
　　　　It　is　almost　certain　that，in　addition　to　the　Down　Survey，Petty　took

charge　of　a　population　census　in　Irelan（i　in　the　latter　perio（i　of　the　Commonr

wealth．59　The　retums　of　this　census　are　very　comprehensive，being‘ar－

ranged　geographically　in　counties，baronies，parishes，and　townlands；and
in　cities，parishes　and　streets．In　a（idition　to　mere　numbers，the　retums

supply　the　names　of　the　principal　or　distinguished　occupiers　of　townlands

and　streets．，、ln　setting　down　the　numbers　on　each　inhabite（1townland　an（1

　51England　at　that　time，though　urgently　needed，hαdnoLa“dRegistry・げ・D・Ogg，E％gZ伽4
伽統θ惚勾πo∫α協γ’θ311．Oxford，1934・2vols・VoL　II，p・441・and　M・P・Ashley，oク・6髭・，
P。75．　、Vhen　one　reads　the　ICth　literature　on　page55with　this　in　view，he　could　understand

all　the　more　vividly　Petty，s　far－sighted　arguments。

　【2G．N。αark，oρ．6舐，p．125，
　53E・G・R・Taylor，oρ．‘露．，pp．86，23e－231，360・

　54E。Lynam，βf薦εん，，3砂3伽4錫αρ吻協たθ73。　Rev，ed、London，1947．p。33，
　55Y。M．Gob：et，s　work　cited　by　E。Strauss，oク．‘仏，p．71．

　55R．V。Tooley，砿砂5伽4伽αか粥罐θγ3，2nd　ed．London，1952．p。93。
　57Y．M，Gobelt，s　work　referred　to　in　E．Strauss，oρ．‘諺．，p。73．

　58G。N。Clark，oク．‘信♂。，P。126．

　59S，Pender（Editor），且‘θπ錫εo∫1惚’伽4，‘多πα1659．Dub1至n，1938。Introduction。　This
volumi践ous　book　is　undoubtedly　one　of　t亘e　best　works　which　provides　us　with　valuable　informa－

tion　about　the　history　of　modem　population　censuses。
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in each ~treet, the proportions of English,' Irish, and Scotch, are expressed 

...The returns also supply important and interesting baronial and city lists 
of the names and numbers of principal lrish.'60 The most signiflcant fact 
was that this census was conducted along the lines of the Commonwealth 
Government's fundamenfal policy toward lreland. 

The Down Survey, together with this census, can be said to have been 
the fust statistical surveys of 'the Land, and the hands of the Territory' in 

modern history. It is none the less noteworthy that these projects gave 
important stimulus to the theoretical development from Gfaunt to Petty. 

VII 

In the latter part of his boyhood Petty received an education of 
medieval style, probably based on the Seven Liberal Arts, at a Jesuit college 
at Caen, France.61 In the e,arly years of his adolescence, he experienced the 

Puritan Revolution and 'vigorously followed' his studies of medicine (ana-
tomy) and mathematics at then most advanced universities.in Holland. It 
was at Dutch universities and at the informal gathering at Paris with M. 
Mersenne as a central figure that he was influenced directly or indirectly by 

then leading scholars and thinkers, such as J. Pell, T. Hobbes, S. Hartlib, 
J. A. Comenius, R. Descartes, B. Pascal, and P. Gassendi. At Paris, he, 
together with Hobbes, was absorbed in reading A. Vesalius' Fabrica (1543). 

It was after the latter half of his adolescence that his command of striking-

ly comprehensive knowledge thus obtained, partially in response to the 
practical needs characteristic of the science and technique in the days of 
letoneufacture, was further developed mainly through his intimate association 

with the "virtuosi", who were the followers of Bacon and his experimental 

philosophy. And it was in those days that he becarne a good friend of 
Graunt (as we have already seen in the 2nd section of this paper). 

Generally speaking, it can be said that, when he took charge of the 
Down Survey, Petty was one of the learned men with the widest knowledge 
and highest education known at his time. In fact he was one of the 
tpractitioners'6z under the direct influence of Bacon. Not only that, he was 

a mathematician and anatomist, who knows the secret of success in lifc. 
Though limited space prohibits a detailed explanation in this respect, his 
papers written in 1640's (see the frst five works listed on page 55) clearly 

indicate that already at that time he knew the importance of numerical 

" W. H. Hardinge's statements cited by Mr. S. Pender. ibid., pp. v-vi. 
'* f. Palittodia and A Collectio,e of W. Petty's Severall Works atrd Writi,egs sifece the 

Year /636 in The Petty Papers, No. 149, 158. 
" It is necessary for us to recall here the remarks of J. Wallis shown on page 55 (see Foot-

note 10). Also refer to I~;. Strauss, op, cit., p. 184. 
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observation of socio-economic phenomena and practised- them. 
As already mentioned, he took care of the laborious task of the Down 

Survey in order to extend his 'trade of experiments' from natural history to 

sociology. It is not an exaggeration to say that in this connection he closely 

followed Bacon's 'striking recommendation'63 as shown in the following 
sentence of his : 'It may also be asked (in the way of doubt rather than 
objection) whether I speak of natural history only, or whether I mean that 
the other sciences, Iogic, ethics, and politics, should be carried on by this 

method. Now I certainly mean what I have said to be understood of them 
all'.64 After all, the Down Survey was historically a great social experi-

ment not only for the Commonwealth of England but also for Petty him-
self. So far as the fundamentals of his ~heory and methodology are con-
cerned, it was mainly through this experiment that Petty initiated the 
labour theory of value, analyzed the social setup centering around the 
creation of wealth, and estimate national wealth from the unitary point 
of view in the Taxes and the Verbum Sapieleti, which were written after 
the Restoration and thereby greatly contributed to the solution of the prob-

lem as set forth in the 'Conclusion' of Graunt's Observatioles. In other 
words, it was basically through the Down Survey that Petty's anatomy and 
arithmetic, combined with Graunt's commercial arithrnetic and guided by 
Bacon's experimental philosophy, crystallized into a " political " (social in 

the modern sense of the term) entity. 
In the foregoing six sections, we have seen how Political Arithmetic 

and Political Anatomy, which Petty '10ng aimed at' and 'attempted',65 were 

born and grown up to a quantitative method of social science. It was in 
the Preface to his work entitled 'Political Arithmetick' written during 
1671-76 that he fust formulated this method with confidence. But the 
author wishes to emphasize that Political Arithmetic and Political Anatomy 
constituted the integral parts with each other in his theory under the in-
fluence of Baconian philosophy.66 Salient features of these methods, if 
regarded as one entity, may be summarized in the following three points : 

1) Petty's method is based upon the parallelism between the .'Body 
Natural' and the 'Body Politick'. 

2) It measures and anatomizes the 'Symmetry, Fabrick, and Propor-
tion', namely the structure of civil society by means of 'Number, Weight, 
or Measure', which are probably originating from The Wisdom of Solomow.67 

" B. Farrington, Fra,ecis Baco,e, philosopher of i,edustrial scietece. London, 1951. p. 113. 
" F. Bacon, The ,4ew orga,eote. (The works'of Francis Baco'e. Vol. IV. London, 1883.) 

p. I12. 
" Political Arithmetick. p. 244. The P,olitical A,,atomy of lrelal4d. p. 129. 

" etty himself believed in the integrity of his Arithmetic and Anatomy. cf. I~;. Fitzmau-
rice. The Life of Sir William ~etty j6a3-1687. London, 1895. p. 158. 

" G. N. Clark, op. cit., pp. 72-73. G. N. Clark, The seve'4teenth cetttury. 2nd ed. Oxford, 

1950. p. 257. E. Strauss, op. cit., p. 185. . . . ' 
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　　　　3）It　severely　criticizes　the　traditional　scholastic　method　of．，medieva1

1eaming　and　considers‘only　such　Causes，as　have　visible　Foundations　in

Nature，，ゼ．θ。factors　founde（i　upon　the　objective　facts　independent　from　human

CO血SCiOUSneSS．

　　　　What　then　was　the　ultimate　aim　of　such　a　scientiHc　method？It　was，

as　Petty　himself　clearly　writes，‘to　shew　the　uses　of　knowing　the　true　State

ofthePe・Ple，Land，St・ck，Trade，etc㌧681nPetty’sthe・ry，‘Pe・Ple’arethe
bearer　of　labour　power　or　a　source　of　wealth・（value），while　‘Land’，etc．

are　the　forms　of　ma亡erial　wealth　or　the　means　to　acquire　it．Accordingly，

Petty’s　method，though　closely　connected　with　the　demand阜on　the　part　of　the

mercantile　poliby　in　those　days，w＆s　intended　for　gr＆sping　of　the　true　nature

of　wealth　in　civil　society，although　he　did　not　make　an　inquiry　intl）the

“Wealth　of　Nations”so　clearly　as　A．Smith　consciously　did．It　was　this

the・reticalstandp・intthatenabledPettytopr・perlyevaluatethequantita－
tive　regularities，which　Graunt　derived　from　the　movements　of‘People’
（population）without　referrlng　to’Land，Stock，Trade，etc，’，1eading　him

to　the　discovery　of　the　qualitative　regularities　underlying　socio－ecollom三c

phenomena．

　　　In　this　light，the　author　wishes　to　review　in　the　next　section　the

quantitative　observations　of　socio－economic　phenomena，which　is　the　most

important　feature　of　Political　Arithmetic　and　Politicα1Anatomy，as　well

as　its　interconnetion　with　the　qualitative　side　of　socio－economic　relation3hips．

VIII

　　　　It　is　essential　that　the　process　of　Petty’s　concept　formation　was　much

dependent　upon　his　numerical　observations　and　reasoning　based　upon　them．

Their　close　mutual　interconnection　is　well　seen　in　this　dependence．In　order

to　clarify　such　intercomection，it　is　necessary　to　explain　what　the’Number，

Weight，or　Measure7，0r5gures，really　were　and　how　they　were　used　by
Petty．

　　　　In　the　author’s　opinion，the　figures　used　by　Pe亡ty　are　classified　into

the　following：　1）Figures　empirically　obtained　tbrough　statistical　surveys

or　personal　observations，2）figures　estimated　in　some　way　or　other，and
3）illustrative　figures　used‘as　Suppositions　to　shew　the　way　to　that　kllow1－

edge　I〔Petty〕aim　at’。　These　three　kinds　of　figures，needless　to　say，are

mutually　interwoven　with　one　another．It　must　be　noted　here　that　among

the　first　namedβgures，those　obtaine（1through　statistical　surveys　are　very

few，while　those　obtained　through　practical　observations　are　extremely

numerOUS．

08Poあ琵6α‘且γ舜h僻多θ’5ご為．　P，313。
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･ 

s !or the es~imated._ figures or.,th~ second: class, the following ,question 

arises : How are~they estimated ? Roughly speaking, they are estimated 

by thre6･methods : .i,e._ a) .estim,ation which is obtained from known figures 
or quantities taking into consideration other relevant and concrete facts (by 

way of the Rule of Three), b) estimation through the application of figures 
to theoretical reasoning, and c) estimation on the basis of mean values of 

known figures. Space does not allow us to go into details of these estima-

tions, but as is cle.ar from the ultimate aim of Political Arithmetic, it must 

be remembered, Petty w~as primarily concerned with the estimation of na-
ticnal wealth ar.d inccme, and in making these estimates, he regarded the 
price (value) of land (and other property a.' well) as the rent capitalized 

through 'years purchase', which was equal in function to the general rate 

of interest. 
The typical use of the illustrative figures is seen in Pett.y's basic theo-

ries on rent, interest, etc. As Dr. W. L. Eevan aptly writes, 'when he 
CPetty] asserts that the price of silver in Russia and in Peru is determined 

simply by the quantity of labor, it is almost certain that he confidently 

uses this illustration, without investigating its truth'. He goes on to say 
that 'his employment of deductive method is concerned in reducing complex 
facts to simpliclty.'69 It deserves special attention that the figures used as 

illustrations in such a case play a very important role. 
It may be no exaggeration to say that Petty's arguments are all based 

upon the free use of these three kinds of flgures. Theoretically speaking, it 

is particularly significant that these figures are used simply as a tool of 

reasoning. These figures now function not only as recorders but also as 
calculators. But it was only in the early years of the modern age that the 

medieval practice of using the Roman figures for recording and using the 
abacus for calculation 1'vas replaced by the new method of using the Indo-

Arabian fi*>ures for both purposes. Prof. F. Cajori calls the former the 
abacistic school, and the latter the algoristic school.70 In his later years, 

Petty himself said that his Political Arithmetic was the 'Algorithme of 
Aigebra', or an algebra applied to 'policy'. Therefore, his Political Arith-

metic is 'a kind of L,ogick' and 'a more refined way: of reasoning, and 
figures are nothing other than a tool for 'Ratiotination' (reasoning) .71 

Petty's basic ideas are therefore said to have been built up through 'reason-

ing by figures' as put by C. Davenant.72 

" W. L. Eevan, op, cii., p. 89. 

" F. Cajori, op. cit., p. 188. -
'* The Petty-Southwell Correspo'edetece J676-J687, ed, by the iklarquis of Lalesdol~~~e. London, 

1928, pp. 318-322-. Mr. E. Strauss writes that Petty's 'conception of mathematics was, there-
fore, that of a tool of mental analysis.' ~;. Strauss, op. cit., p. 184. The author believes this 

is a very proper opinion. 
*'C. Davenant, Works. London, 1771. 5 vols. ¥rol. I, p.'128. 
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　　　　Petty’s　computation　of亡he‘Superlucr＆tion，is　a　typical　example　of　his

proper’use　of　theロafore－mentione（1五gures．　Ia　order　to　demonstrate　the

reason　why　England’s‘Wealth　and　Strength’should　increase　more　and
more，he　computed　the‘Superlucration，in　the　Rン」爾‘α」且短’h郷g痂々（Chap．

VIII），This‘Superlucrat量on’is　a　conception，which　means　the　surplus　to

be　accumulated　out　of　the　value　newly　create（1through　the　employment　of

‘spare　hands2in　the　country。The　surplus　also　makes　possible　the　enlarged

reproduction　of　civll　society．73　But　Petty　does　not　give　us　any　clear　in－

formation　about　who　get　such　surplus　as　income．　H：e　appears　to　have　been

interested　not　so　much　in　who　eam　the　surplus　as　wage，rent　or　profit，as

in　the　enlargement　of　social　production　as　a　whole．　According　to　him，

wealth　is　created　by　labour　of　people，accumulated　in　some　form　or（》ther，

and　enables　people　to　enjoy　more　plentiful　living．‘What　we　call　the

Wealth，Stock，or　Provision　of　the　Nation，being〔is〕the　e鉦ect　of　the
former　or　past　labour’．74　弓ut　all　the　classes　of　society，namely　capitalists，

landowners　and　workers，are　regarded　as　a　complex　whole．　He　therefore

fails　to　explain　the　mechanism　of　the　distribution　of　wealth．　Such∈しmbi－

guity　is　also　well　recognized　in　his　theories　on　rent，interest，etc．in　the

ル畑3，but　all　this　must　be　lnterpreted　not　as　the　shortcoming　on　the　part

of　Petty，but　as　something　inevitable　historically．In　his　opinion，‘Husband－

men7Seamen，Soldiers，Artizans　and　Merchants’were‘the　very　Pillars　of

any　Common－Wealth，，75and　people伊seamingsconstituted“nationa1’，income

in　the　proper　sense　of　the　term．　It　should　be　remarked　that　such　an

observation　was　made　possible　only　by　a　man　with　a　rare　ability　of　being

extremely　far－sighted．In　spite　of　some　theoretical　inconsistencies　o－1his

part，Petty　observed　sociひeconomic　phenomena　by　means　of　the　above－
mentioned　three　kinds　of石gures，，made　a　generalization　of　what　had　been

・bserved，and丘nallysucceededinbuildinguphisbasicc・ncepti・ns．
　　　　In　his　essay　written　in　16407s，76Petty　considered　the　‘Superlucration’

simply　as‘go1（i，silver，precious　stones，etc．’which　were　saved　and　stored．

It　is　interesting　to　note　in　this　respect　that　in　the　same　essay　he　de丘ned

labour　as‘the　simple　motions　of　men　in　order　to　commodityes，（for）so

many　houres　as　hee　is　naturally　able　to　endure　the　same㌧　It　was　through

73Thusc・nsidered，ltcanbesaidthatPetty’sessayswrltteninhislateryears，9enera鍾y
regarded　as　his　works　on　vital　statistics，are　in£nal　analysis　his　arguments　for　lthe　iロcrease

of　the‘Superlucration’。　In　Dr、Hu11’s　opinion　however　these　essays，except　on　money，
‘adde（1practically　nothing　of　economic　iΩteres亡to　these　earlier　books’．But　the　author　believes

Dr，Hull　is　going　too　far　in　this　respect。‘f。C．H．Hu11，P8吻’3μα‘θ伽地θh5ε∫07y　of

θ‘oπo”拓‘協θ07ッ・（丁舵9㈱γ’σκy乃群郷‘o∫E‘o錫o編‘3・Vo11XIV・1900・）p・322and31so　E・
Strauss，oρ。‘砿，P．201．

　　74階δ翻3晒麟・pド11q・・　　　　．
　75Po砺‘α」∠4漉h耀∫‘‘た．P．259。

　76Refer　to　the4th　literature　on　page55．Such　a　definitioユof　labour　is　not　so　much　economic
as　anatomic（physiologicall　iu　liature．It　is　to　be允calleコhere　tha亡，a　few　years　after　this

essay　was　written，Petty　became　a　professor．of　anatomy　at　Oxford　UIliversity。
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his numerical observations and reasonings, based upon his social activities in 

and after 1650's, that his ideas formed in his younger days took more 
definite shape, becoming clearer from the viewpoint of the labour theory of 

value. Generally speaking, the numerical observation of sdcio-econcmic 
phenomena, i.e. 'die Quantifizierung der sozialen Tatsachen',77 is scme sort 

cf abstraction. And such observation could be made possible only after 
almost all the social products were expressed in terms of money and social 

relations were reduced to a ccmmon denominator called money. Such 
'reasoning by figures', though conditioned by the social development, was 
not peculiar to Petty, but common to almost all the merc,antilists in those 

days. 
It is to be noted however that, though under the historical restrictions 

common to the mercantilists, he had a far wider and deeper insight into 
social phenomena and created a series of basic theories which later became 
the main current of classical econcmics. According to Marx, Petty's 
Political Arithmetic is 'die erste Form, worin die politische Okonomie 
sich als selbstandige Wissenschaft abscheidet'.78 This assertion of his was 

probably originating .from this fact. '. . 

IX 

As for the social basis of Petty's pioneering theories, there are many 
facts to be considered, but the most important is, in the author's opinibn,' 

the establishment of modern landownership in lreland under the Common-
wealth as well as the execution of the Down Survey, which acted as the 
groundwork for the successful introduction of such a land system there. 
In other words, Petty created the theories of his own and succeeded in 
clarifying some most important social relationships, which came into exist-

ence through a series of social and political changes culminating in the 
Puritan Revolution. With Bacon's experimental philosophy as a guiding 
principle, he numerically observed these social relationships and extended 

theoretical reasonings to such observations. As a result he succeeded in 
deriving his key ideas on the determination of these relationships and thereby 

built up his own theoretical system. It is to be remarked that'.these key 
ideas were his own creation which was only materialized after his painstak-
ing efforts. ~or 'Dissec~ions' of society, he had 'only a commin Knife and 

a Clout'.79 In his theory, the numerical observation and theoretical analysis 
of soci0~~conomic phenoihena therefore remain inseparable, fbrming an 

" f. P. .Flaskamper, Allgemei4ee 'Stqtistik, .Gru,edriss . der Statistik. Teil I. Hamburg, 

1949. s.30. ' . . . .' . , . . I "' 
'* K. Marx, Zur Kritik der politischefe Okono,thi~. . Eerlip, .1951. s.50,. . 

" Th,e Political Ataatonsy of lrelaud. pp. 129-130. . ', ', , . . .. . ' 
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organic　unity。80　Complex　ph6nomena　are　simpliHed　through　humerical
measurements，and　the“intrinsic，，relationship　underlying　these　phenomena

is　grasped　after　such　simpli五cation，while　the“extrinsic”factors，if　any，

are　dealt　with　in　abstraction．　Thus，the　way　was　paved，though　in　very

simple　form，for　scientific　abstraction．

　　　　In　his　Eε5αyε07（蝕％郷召」ε，Bacon　writes：‘The　greatness　of　an　estate

in　bulk　an（1territory，doth　fall　under　measure　l　an（i　the　greatness　of五nances

and　revenew　doth　fall　under　computation．　The　population　may　appear　by

musters；and　the　number　and　greatness　of　cities　and　towns　by　cards　and

maps・But　yet　there　is　not　any　thing　amongst　civil　af壬airs　more　subject

to　error，than　the　right　valuation　and　true　judgment　conceming　the　power

and　forces　of　an　estate’．81The　author　does　not　intend　to　make　light　of

Petty’s　ingenious　versatility，but　wishes　to　emphasize　that，if　not　based　upon

the　social　backgroun（1described　in　the　foregoing，Political　Arithmetic　could

nothaveobtainedsuchafar－reachingscientiGcsigniHcancefarbey・ndthe
narrow　con丘nes　of　mercantilism　and　Petty　himself　could　not　have　succeeded

in　making‘the　right　valuation　and　true　ludgment　conceming　the　power
and　force’（‘Wealth　and　Strength’in　his’terminology）ofEngland　in　the　latter

half　of　the17th　century。In　fact，he　could　have　never　made　such　a　rosy

predicti・nab・utthepr・sperity・fEnglandinthe18thcenturyunderthe
uncertain　social　conditions　during　the　third　Anglo－Dutch　War，which　was
the　worst　ever　known　in　the　history　of　England．

　　　　Accor（1ing　to　Prof．P．Flaskamper，the　kemel　of　the　social　facts　lies

in‘qualitativer　Natur，and‘das　eigentliche　Wesen〔der　sozialen　Tatsachen〕

jedenfallssichnichtrest1・sinΩuantitatenauH6senlasst’，thつugh且gures
play　a　great　role　in　social　as　well　as　natural　sciences．　H：e　further　asserts

that　any　figure　could　not　be　signi6cant　without　due　consideration　on　the

qualitative　side　of　sociぴeconomic　happenings　an（i　that　the　important　problem

in　statistics　is　not‘die　Art　der　Erkenntnisse，ob　stochastisch　oder　nichtstochas－

tisch’，but‘die　Bedeutung　eines　statistischen　Aufschlusses　im　Rahmen　der

gesamten　Erkemtnisse廿ber　einen　Gegenstand，in　dem＿die　Elnsicht　in
qualitative，in　Sinnzusammenhange　die　entscheidende　Rolle　spielt’．82　De－

veloping　such　arguments　mainly　on　the　conceptio亘of　a‘Parallelismus　von

　80This　mity　or　rather　indivisibility　of　his　numerical　observat五〇n　and　theoretical　analysis

corresponds　to　the　fact　that　in　his亡heQry　prices　and　values　of　commoditles　are　confused　with

each　other。　It　was　in　the　days　of　Pettゾs　followers，such　as　G．King　aud　C．Davenant，that

Political　Arithmetic　changed　into　a　simple　art　of　computation　and　estimation，as　these　two

aspects　of　his　theory　were　separated　from　e3ch　other．　A．Smith　also　considered　Political
Arithmetic　as　such　and　had‘no　great　faith，in　it（prior　to　the　clas3ical　theory　of　probabillty，

thetechnique・festimati・n・nP・1itica1Arlthmeヒicwasnaturallycrudeandunreliable），but
itwasn・ne・therthanSmiththatthe・reticallyelab・ratedPetty’slab・urthe。ry。∈value。r
the　other　aspect　of　Political　Arithmedc・‘∫・A・Smith，Tんθ乞upσ♂∫h　o∫郷∫50％3，W．R．Scott’s

ed，London，1925．2vols，Vo1．II．p．40．
　81F．Bacon，oρ，‘舜．，Vo1。VL　London，1878．p．445．
　82P。Flaskamper30p。‘露，，ss，10，30－31．
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Sach- und Zahlenlogik', he goes on to say that herein lies the key problem 

to be taken care of by statistics.83 

The author does not pretend to understand perfectly Prof. Flaskamper's 
suggestive conceptions on statistics. But, he believes, he has shown in the 
foregoing that Political Arithmetic as a numerical method of scientific study 

succeeded in grasping the 'qualitative Natur' of socio-econornic phenomena 
getting a deeper insight into the 'Sinnzusaml~lenhange'. Its success was in 

the first ･place due to its formation during the growth of civil society in 
England and to its dependence upon the labour theory of value for its 
'gesamter Erkenntnisse'. Secondly, it is due to its successful unification, of 

course standing on the labour theory of value, of the parallelism between 
the 'Body Natural' and 'Body Politick' from the monistic point of view (in 
Prof. Flaskamper's theory, the 'Parallelismus' appears to remain ununified), 

thereby giving 'das eigentliche Leben'84 to the 'Number, ¥Veight, or Measure'. 

In this point lies the whole significance of Political Arithmetic at its earliest 

stage, enabling us to make a deeper inquiry into the essential problem of 

statistics as well as economics. 

~
 

8! ibid., s.244. 

8t brd., s.lO. 




